Optimizing the Formation of Supported Lipid Bilayers from Bicellar Mixtures.
Supported lipid bilayers (SLBs) are widely studied model membrane platforms that are compatible with various surface-sensitive measurement techniques. SLBs are typically formed on silica-based materials, and there are numerous possible fabrication routes involving either bottom-up molecular self-assembly or vesicle adsorption and rupture. In between these two classes of fabrication strategies lies an emerging approach based on depositing quasi-two-dimensional lamellar, bicellar disks composed of a mixture of long-chain and short-chain phospholipids to promote the formation of SLBs. This approach takes advantage of the thermodynamic preference of long-chain phospholipids to form planar SLBs, whereas short-chain phospholipids have brief residence times. Although a few studies have shown that SLBs can be formed on silica-based materials from bicellar mixtures, outstanding questions remain about the self-assembly mechanism as well as the influence of the total phospholipid concentration, ratio of the two phospholipids (termed the "q-ratio"), and process of sample preparation. Herein, we address these questions through comprehensive quartz crystal microbalance-dissipation, fluorescence microscopy, and fluorescence recovery after photobleaching experiments. Our findings identify that optimal SLB formation occurs at lower total concentrations of phospholipids than previously used as short-chain phospholipids behave like membrane-destabilizing detergents at higher concentrations. Using lower phospholipid concentrations, we also discovered that the formation of SLBs proceeds through a two-step mechanism involving a critical coverage of bicellar disks akin to vesicle fusion. In addition, the results indicate that at least one cycle of freeze-thaw-vortexing is useful during the sample preparation process to produce SLBs. Taken together, the findings in this work identify optimal routes for fabricating SLBs from bicellar mixtures and reveal mechanistic details about the bicelle-mediated SLB formation process, which will aid further exploration of bicellar mixtures as tools for model membrane fabrication.